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Introduction
A number of areas of data analysis are dominated by sophisticated algorithms, intensive
computation and, in some cases, limited access to raw data. Examples include the
analysis of satellite imagery, feature extraction from video, protein structure analysis
and language processing.
I am interested in how simple, approximate methods can be used to extend the
application of these technologies. While simple approaches will clearly not match the
accuracy and resolution of complex methods, they can, by nature of their simplicity, be
implemented and deployed more easily and hence more widely.
Presented here is a very simple, low resolution approach to identifying and counting
temporary shelters in Port-au-Price, Haiti. The approach uses publicly available images
from Google Maps, as opposed to commercial imagery, combined with simple, nonproprietary software.
Chris Grundy at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine has worked with
Medicins Sans Frontières on a more sophisticated approach to the same problem
(http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn21846-satellite-images-help-doctors-countpeople-from-space.html), with a test case involving refugee camps in Chad.
I am very interested in seeing how the approach described here might be developed
further and applied in this and other areas of humanitarian need.
Image Analysis
Satellite images of Port-au-Price, Haiti, from Google Maps have very distinctive features
that represent temporary shelter for residents that lost their homes in the 2010
earthquake.
Numerous areas have a very high density of white, blue and sometimes rust colored
small structures. Some of these areas are marked as internally displaced persons (IDP)
camps, others may be small pockets of temporary and/or poor condition housing.
The small blue structures are almost certainly tents or shacks that are covered with blue
plastic tarpaulins. These are particularly interesting as they are easily distinguished from
other features.
I have been experimenting with simple approaches to quantifying the relative number of
these structures in adjacent quadrants in these images. One application of this would be
to monitor changes in the number and location of these structures over time. Those
data could be very useful to organizations responsible for delivering aid and shelter to
Haiti.

These four images illustrate the features. This area can be seen in Google Maps at
http://goo.gl/maps/7ObKv

I have applied the approach to a 20 x 20 matrix of quadrants of 180m square. The
location can be seen as the black square on Google Maps at http://goo.gl/eGfGZ.
The image on the next page shows that region and the table below shows the values
computed in each of the quadrants.

The overview image is too low resolution to make out the detail that is present in the
quadrants, but the general locations of the camps/slums should be apparent. The high
values in the table appear to correlate well with those areas. Note that all computed
areas are relative and would require some calibration to produce absolute numbers of
dwellings.
The steps involved in this approach are:
1: Fetch a defined quadrant from Google Maps
2: Split the color image into separate RGB channels
3: Subtract the maximum of the Red and Green planes from the Blue plane
4: Apply a threshold value that masks out low intensity blue pixels
5: Dilate the thresholded image slightly to reduce noise
6: Find contours in the image
7: Compute the area for each contour and ignore those over a cutoff (which may
represent large buildings that happen to have blue roofs)
8: Sum the areas of all contours in the quadrant
An example of the thresholded image and the contours overlaid on the original is shown
here:

The difference/threshold approach appears to be effective in find the blue features in the
image on the left side. The use of contours to eliminate large structures works well in
other example images.
However, in this example there are a number of blue features in the lower right corner
that are very close to each other and contour detection has placed these into a single
feature with an area greater than the cutoff. Clearly the approach is preliminary.

The approach does not detect any specific feature. A more thorough and accurate
approach would attempt to recognize the rectangular shapes of all roofs and filter those
based on, perhaps, size and density.
However, this simple approach may have utility in some applications. First off, it is very
simple making it easy to modify without expert knowledge of image processing. It uses
open source software (OpenCV and Python scripts) and images from Google maps,
which makes it available to a wider audience than proprietary software such as that
from ESRI. It also uses relatively low resolution images which, again, may be important
for widespread use by those without access to high resolution imagery.
All the code is freely distributed and can be found at https://github.com/craic/
count_shelters.

